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Jabe and Paula,
 
All items of concern  identified during the plant inspection on October 15, 2012 
have been corrected.  Attached is my corrective action report.
 
Thank you again for your guidance and cooperation.
 
Please feel free to call or email to me if you require any additional information.
 
Thank you,
 
 
Yuri Turovsky 
Liquid Environmental Solutions
1640 Talleyrand Ave
Jacksonville, FL 32206
904-438-2138 main
904-265-2109 direct
904-509-2032 cell
904-353-4033 fax
www.liquidenviro.com
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LES Jacksonville Plant was inspected by EPA Region 4 RCRA Division and FDEP Northeast District on October 15, 2012.  EPA was represented by Paula Whiting, FDEP – Jabe Breland, and LES – Yuri Turovsky. Listed below are the areas of concern identified during the plant inspection along with the LES corrective actions implemented.





1.  Some fire extinguishers overdue for monthly inspection.





The internal facility fire extinguisher inspection is conducted monthly.  In the month of September, the inspection was conducted on 9-17-12 but the individual assigned for the inspection failed to indicate the date on the fire extinguisher tags.  In the month of October, the inspection was conducted on 10-15-12, and the tags were marked properly.  The notes taken during both September and October inspection events are attached for review.  Also attached is the new fire extinguisher inspection checklist that will be used for monthly inspections effective November 2012.  The maintenance personnel have been trained on proper procedures using the new inspection checklist.


2. Sump at Box 10 has accumulation of oil/water.





The sump has been pumped out, and the automatic sump pump repaired.  The pump operates on level control preventing the oily water build-up.





3. Two chemical drums on drum rack missing labels.





The chemical drums have been identified and labeled.





4.  Two waste drums in the drum handling area missing drum bungs.





The drum bungs have been replaced.





5.  Two oily stains on the ground in the panhandle area.





The oil impacted dirt has been removed and disposed of.





6.  Three used batteries stored in the panhandle area.





The spent batteries have been taken to a scrap metal dealer.





7.  Spent fluorescent bulbs stored in a prepaid shipping cardboard box with flap open top.





A permanent secure “Spent Fluorescent Bulbs” cabinet has been built and installed.





8.  Sand bags inventory is low.





Twenty sand bags have been purchased for the required spill equipment inventory.





9.  Some incoming non-hazardous waste manifest had incorrect or missing destination facility information.


The lab personnel have been re-trained on proper procedures verifying the manifest information for accuracy and completeness.





10.  Oily rags and PPE stored in unlabeled container (hopper) in the panhandle area. 





Oily rags and PPE have been properly disposed of.





11.  Outdated samples stored in the analytical lab.





The old samples have been discarded.





12.  Non-hazardous labels used to identify product, i.e. chemical drums.





Non-hazardous labels have been removed and replaced with the product identification labels.





13.  An open bucket with oily water was located by Tk 16.





The bucket has been emptied and placed upside down on the bucket rack.
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Fire Extinguisher Inspection Notes – September/October 2012


Fire Extinguisher Inspection Checklist


(8) Photographs of Plant Areas Identified by Inspection
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									LES Jacksonville


									FIRE EXTINGUSHER MONTHLY INSPECTION





						*			Confirm the extinguisher is visible, unobstructed, and in its designated location.


						*			Verify the locking pin is intact and the tamper seal is unbroken. 


						*			Examine the extinguisher for obvious physical damage, corrosion, leakage, or clogged nozzle.


						*			Confirm the pressure gauge or indicator is in the operable range or position, and lift the extinguisher to ensure it is still full.


						*			Make sure the operating instructions on the nameplate are legible and facing outward.


						*			Check the last professional service date on the tag (must be within the past 12 months)


						*			Initial and date the back of the tag.


						*			Report expired service tags and missing, damaged or used extinguishers immediately. 





									Unit #			Location			Type			OK?			Notes





									1			Receiving Lab			ABC


									2			Receiving Lab			ABC


									3			Back Lab			ABC


									4			Digestion Room			ABC


									5			Maintenance Shop			ABC


									6			Portable Welding Machine			ABC


									7			Tk 95			ABC


									8			Filter Press, upper level			ABC


									9			Oil Dock Tk 27			Foam


									10			Oil Dock Backside Tk 16			ABC


									11			Stormwater Sump Pit 5			ABC


									12			Hot Oil Boiler			ABC


									13			DAF, ground level			ABC


									14			DAF, upper level			ABC


									15			Tk 38			ABC


									16			Spill Shed, backside			ABC


									17			Rack #4			ABC


									18			Box 61/62, east side			Foam


									19			Electric Shed, west side			ABC


									20			Tk 81, upper level			ABC


									21			Tk 87, upper level			ABC


									22			Tk 84, ground level			ABC


									23			Rack Shed			ABC


									24			Admin Office			ABC


									25			Spare, maintenance shop			ABC


									26			Spare, maintenance shop			ABC











									Date _________________  Inspected by _____________________________________________________
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From: Breland, Jabe [mailto:Jabe.Breland@dep.state.fl.us]  
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 3:24 PM 
To: Yuri Turovsky; whiting.paula@epa.gov 
Cc: Patel, Ashwin 
Subject: RE: LES Plant Inspection
 
After leaving your facility I realized the same thing.  CESQGs do not have to 
comply with satellite requirements, so you are good there.  regarding the mixing I 
will have to get back with you on that.  There are exemptions for CESQGs to mix 
HW with their used oil.  Since you are a permitted facility there may be something 
in your permit that requires you to operate in a certain way.  I will have to go back 
through the permit and UOP rules to make sure.  This would also be a decision that 
I would want Ashwin’s opinion on and he is currently out of the office.  I will get 
with him as soon as he returns.
 
Thanks Yuri.
 
 


Please take a few minutes to share your comments on the service you received 
from the department by clicking on this link DEP Customer Survey.
From: Yuri Turovsky [mailto:yuri.turovsky@liquidenviro.com]  
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 12:51 PM 
To: Breland, Jabe; whiting.paula@epa.gov 
Cc: Patel, Ashwin 
Subject: LES Plant Inspection
 
Good morning to you all -
 
First of all, thank you for your time and insight yesterday.  We have already started 
correcting and implementing your recommendations, and I am hoping to be able 
to report to you soon.
 
Second, in doing my research on CESQG, I have found no satellite accumulation 
requirements applicable to CESQG.  I need your help in determining if we are 
subject to any regulations in regard to keeping the drums in two or three locations 



http://survey.dep.state.fl.us/?refemail=Jabe.Breland@dep.state.fl.us
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throughout the lab area.  Additionally, I found a language in 261.5(h) and 261.5(j) 
that I interpreted as an opportunity to mix my haz waste with used oil and manage 
it under part 279.  Please provide your guidance.
 
Thank you,
YT   
 
Yuri Turovsky 
Liquid Environmental Solutions
1640 Talleyrand Ave
Jacksonville, FL 32206
904-438-2138 main
904-265-2109 direct
904-509-2032 cell
904-353-4033 fax
www.liquidenviro.com
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notified that you must not use, copy, disclose or otherwise disseminate or take any action based on this e-mail or any information herein. 
If you receive this e-mail in error, please notify the sender immediately by reply e-mail or by using the contact details above and then 
delete this e-mail.
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